A large number of whale sounds recorded from the Captive Killer Whale Population at Marineland of Antibes, France have recently been classified into Call Types using acoustic input and visual examination of spectral patterns [1] . The repetition rate of the pulsed component of five or more examples of each call type has been calculated using a modified form of the FFT based comb-filter method [2] . A distance matrix for these sounds was calculated using Dynamic Time Warping to compare the melodic contours. These distances were transformed into a component space using multidimensional scaling and the resulting points were clustered with a kmeans algorithm. Roughly 90 % agreement with the perceptual classification was obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Marine mammals have three forms of vocalizations: clicks, whistles, and pulsed calls. There are a number of call types within these groups, which are thought to be learned in the pod (living group), and for the most part, these types have been classified by humans from listening and looking at their spectra. For killer whale sounds classification by eye and ear is quite consistent [3] , and this type of classification has been useful to reveal group-specific acoustic repertoires and matching vocal exchanges [4] , [5] . (Ford, 1991; Miller et al., 2004) .
It would, nonetheless, be useful to replace human classification with an automatic technique because of the large amounts of data to be classified, and the fact that automatic methods can be fully replicated in subsequent studies. In the last decade, there have been attempts at automatic classification, including one dynamic time warping study (DTW). Buck and Tyack [6] took three signature (specific to the individual) whistles from each of five dolphins and used DTW to compare to five reference whistles from each. Correct identification was achieved for all single loop calls.
This study is different in several aspects. This is a larger number of sounds, and these pulsed calls are more complex and much less well-defined than the dolphin whistles. There are no reference calls, but all sounds are clustered with no assumptions other than varying the number of clusters.
REPETITION RATE MEASUREMENT
Five or more examples of each of the nine perceptually identified call types of these killer whale vocalizations were chosen. Repitition rates were measured initially using two methods which have proven accurate for musical sounds. [7] [8] Only the second of these gave good results for these vocalizations. The principal difficulty with these calculations is the noise of the water circulation pump. A third method based on the FFT described in [2] was found to be more versatile in treating these very noisy sounds. This has been called the comb filter method and is based on adding up an adjustable number of Fourier components with a fixed spacing. This method could accomodate several input parameters:
1. the lower and upper range of frequencies which are searched.
2. the lowest frequency at which the comb is fit -This made it possible to jump over the pump noise which in general was below around 500 hz.
3. the number of "teeth" (harmonics) in the comb. The FFT was upsampled prior to applying the "comb" and allowed a much better resolution than the constant Q tracker, which was limited to the component spacing. An example of these results are found in Fig. 1 . The noise in this figure before the call starts can be easily identified. The pitch track is graphed for both the fundamental and a higher harmonic, in this case the 4th. This was necessary for some of the calls with a fundamental frequency buried in the noise where only the higher harmonics could be seen clearly. It is also a much better visual indicator of errors for a low frequency fundamental where a small deviation in the fundamental is difficult to see. A summary figure including all pitch contours for all types is given in Fig. 2 . It is clear that while some types are well-separated, others overlap considerably.
DYNAMIC TIME WARPING
The pitch contours were compared pairwise using the method described in [9] . Their values were converted from frequency to a geometric measure based on the musical scale where the frequency 440 Hz is assigned the value 0 and each unit above denotes a single note difference. These are equivalent to midi notation except they are referred to the note A4 with frequency 440 Hz instead of arbitrarily choosing the value of middle C to be midi note 60.
The sounds were compared frame by frame with the cost of an insertion = 15 and no penalty for a deletion. A scoring matrix was constructed using the algorithm [9] :
where i, j ≥ 2 and dist is the difference in the jth pitch in the target and the ith pitch in the query a = cost of insertion b = cost of deletion
The query was chosen to be the shorter sound in each of the comparisons, and the resulting score was divided by the length of the query. Scores are tabulated for each pair of sounds and are shown in the distance matrix in block form 
RESULTS
Initially a hierarchical cluster was formed from the distance matrix of Fig. 3 . using matlab functions linkage and cluster. These results were less accurate in the sense of reproducing the perceptual groups than calculations using a kmeans clustering algorithm. The distance matrix was first transformed using multidimensional scaling into a Euclidian-like space where differences could be obtained from the differences along component axes before clustering with kmeans.
The number of output clusters was an adjustable parameter in our kmeans calculation. The results using 9 clusters, which is the same as the number of perceptual clusters, are given in Fig. 4 . This is a bar graph of the cluster assignment vs sample numbers. Vertical black lines show the breaks in perceptually defined groups. For example the first perceptual group consists of sounds 1 to 7 and these are assigned to cluster 9 with no errors; meaning all sounds judged by a human to have the same melodic contour are predicted by DTW differences to belong to the same cluster.
There are similarly no errors in the second group. The third has one member assigned to cluster 4 and one to cluster 1 for two errors. The fourth group appears to have only one error at first glance but in fact most members are assigned to the same cluster as perceptual group 2. So all members can be considered to be in error. There are no further classification errors until the last group which has 2 members Better results were obtained for a 10 cluster output as shown in Fig. 5 . Here there are no groups assigned to the same cluster. Overall there are 6 errors for an accuracy of roughly 90 % which is quite good.
CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic time warping of the pitch contours is a technique well-suited to the determination of differences (or similarities) of sounds produced by marine mammals for purposes of automatic classification. Its only limitation is the determination of the melodic contours of the input sounds.
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